NFL Needs Creative Bookkeepers

Let's Argue, from Page 16

I'm George can't control the crowd inside The Stadium (14 people ran on the field during the series) to ensure the safety of the umpires and opposing players, how can we be New York's finest to protect the fans outside The Stadium. In a classic New York understatement of criminal activity in the big city as compared to rural areas, Aaron's room, leaned, explained, "He was having fun.

For all those NFL owners worrying about next year's salary cap (see the Cowboys and Bengals), they should take a lesson in creative accounting from their brethren in the NBA and the Seattle Seahawks organization. In the NBA, the Portland Trail Blazers must have taken Professor 45's Financial Accounting (15.50) class as they successfully lured free agent Chris "Free Throw" Dudley. With a contract that allows Dudley to become a restricted free agent after one year, he will be able to resign with the Blazers for an unlimited amount. This new salary cap would not be counted against the "cap" as the Blazers are merely trying to retain his services.

Up north in Seattle, the Sonics were2 able to circumvent the new salary cap system by signing Miro to a low-salary-hard-contract loaded with lucrative incentive clauses such as being like winning a game, wearing a Sonics T-shirt in public, and making Coach Tom Flores' daughter (a Los Angeles Rodeoette). These situations are very similar to the far contracts signed by your humble scribes last season when The Blasters came knocking on our door.

Where Are They Now?

Original Toronto Blue Jays Pete Van Noy, Al Arbour, Ashby, Doug Kader, Manager Roy Harttelfield, Doug Asit, Steve Staggs, Otto Vibe, Ben Torres, and Dave Lesnaczy.

Meade's Top 5
1. Florida State
2. Alabama
3. Notre Dame
4. Miami
5. Norte Dame

To illustrate the dominance of the Seminoles for this year we present the fact that Sonnichsen did Brooks has scored 18 points (rural areas, Aaron's room, leaned, explained, "He was having fun.
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